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ABSTRACT: Iron-based catalysts for atom-transfer radical polymer-
ization (ATRP) are attractive in the sustainability aspects of green polymer
chemistry but usually exhibit lower efficiency and controllability over the
polymerization, as well as poorer tolerance to polar groups, compared to
copper catalysts. Herein, β-ketamine/iron complexes, combining a strategy
employing in situ generated iodine as a regulator, have been developed for
improving the efficiency and robustness of iron-catalyzed ATRP. The
catalyst system realizes low catalyst loading, ultrahigh molecular weight,
robustness over polar groups, efficient polymerization of acrylate, and forthrightly synthesizing block copolymers, which are
challengeable for common iron catalysts. A mechanism was proposed based on experimental results, which mainly involves the
ATRP activation process by Fe(II) and the I2-mediated deactivation process.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Following the key reports by Matyjaszewski and Sawamoto in
the mid-1990s, atom-transfer radical polymerization (ATRP)
has been positioned as an extensively applicable synthetic
strategy in various fields.1−4 Although several elegant catalysts
have been developed for ATRP,5,6 there remains a need to
develop highly active catalyst systems with low toxicity,
especially in the synthesis of materials for biomedical
applications. The iron-based ATRP catalysts are particularly
attractive in regard to the sustainability aspects in green
polymer chemistry because of the natural capacity of the body
to store and transport this metal.7,8 However, compared to
copper catalysts,9 iron catalysts generally exhibit lower
efficiency and controllability over the polymerization10−22

and are more vulnerable to “poison” by polar groups via ligand
dissociation or exchange.4 Iron catalysts are usually accom-
panied by some defects, including relatively high catalyst
loading (>100 ppm),23−25 limited applicable monomers and
solvents,26−28 restricted molecular weight (MW) (<100 kg/
mol), low efficiency for acrylate polymerization,29 and difficulty
in forthrightly synthesizing block copolymers through in situ
chain expansion.5,30,31 Based on in situ (re)generation of the
activator species, the recently developed ATRP techniques can
only partially solve the above problems. For example, the
photoinduced Fe-catalyzed ATRP realized the block copoly-
merization via in situ chain extension with different
monomers.32−34

The key factor for the controllability of ATRP is to achieve a
low and constant radical concentration. As iodine is an
excellent alkyl radical scavenger via a reversible process (eq
1),35−42 we envisioned that I2 could act as a potential regulator

to control the radical concentration for iron-based ATRP.
Based on this strategy, we found that side-armed8,43−48 β-
ketamine ligands/iron is an excellent catalytic system for
ATRP, which can deal with all the aforementioned issues
associated with iron catalysts. Herein, we will report the
preliminary results.

F+ +• •R I RI I2 (1)

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Polymerization of MMA Regulated by I2. Initially, the

polymerization of MMA was carried out for 10 h at 30 °C in
THF employing L1/FeBr3/Fe(0) as the catalytic system.
Three commonly employed alkyl bromides were utilized as the
initiators (Table S1), including ethyl α-bromoisobutyrate,
ethyl α-bromophenylacetate (EBPA), and 2-bromopropioni-
trile. Not surprisingly, the resultant polymers exhibit broad
MW distributions (D̵s = 1.7−2.2), indicating the poor
controllability of the polymerizations (runs 1−3). Based on
the strategy mentioned above, the polymerization of MMA was
conducted using EBPA as the initiator with the addition of I2
(Table 1). The D̵ value initially narrows with the increase of I2
dosage and levels off when the n(I2)/n(EBPA) reaches 0.375
(runs 2−4). When this ratio reaches 1.0, the polymerization
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rate decreases significantly. These results verify the feasibility
of our strategy and indicate that I2 acts as an efficient
deactivator (regulator of radical concentration), but excessive
I2 will hinder the polymerization (run 5).

F+ ++ − +Fe I Fe 1/2I3 2
2 (2)

The oxidation of iodide ion (I−) to I2 by Fe(III) is a well-
known redox reaction that conforms to the redox potential and
Gibbs free energy (eq 2, more discussions on this below).49,50

Considering that I2 could generate in the presence of I− and
Fe(III), we subsequently applied α-iodophenylacetate (EIPA)
instead of EBPA as the initiator without the addition of I2 to
simplify our strategy (run 6). A narrowed MW distribution is
achieved with high MMA conversion of 85% (D̵ = 1.27).51,52

The polymerization using EIPA as the initiator is well
controlled without the detection of induction period, which
is indicated by the linear first-order kinetic plot across the zero
point and the gradual increase of MW with the conversion as
well as the throughout narrow MW distributions (D̵ = ∼1.2)
(Table S2 and Figure S1). Using EIPA as the initiator, the
addition of I2 has little influence on the control over MW,
indicating that in situ generated I2 via the oxidation of I− with
Fe(III) species is sufficient as a regulator (runs 7−9). When
the equivalent ratio of I2/EIPA reaches 0.5 (run 10), the
polymerization rate significantly decreases. Furthermore, we
monitored the reactions of I2/EBPA (0.375 equiv, run 3) and
I2/EIPA (0.375 equiv, run 9) systems. The reaction process
and the polymerization results are very similar. As shown in
Figure 1, from the very beginning of the reaction, the
polymerizations are very controllable (Tables S3 and S4).
These results suggest that the different initiators (EBPA or

EIPA) have little effect on the controllability of polymerization
in the presence of I2.

Ligand Effects. We next investigated the ligand effects
under the same conditions. As shown in runs 11−14, the
ligand scaffolds have slight influence on either the monomer
conversion or controllability (L2 vs L1). By contrast, the side
arm of the ligand obviously affects the polymerization. The
ligand without coordination side arm (L3) gives much lower
conversion (57%) and much poorer controllability (D̵ = 1.70).
The catalyst lacking donor arm might be more easily
coordinated by solvent (THF), and the generated crowded
catalytic environment is detrimental to the process of atom
transfer. Similarly, in this case, one metal center might be
chelated with two or more ligands in the reaction system,
which will also lead to a crowded environment around the
catalytic center. When the methoxy is changed into a
diphenylphosphine group (L4), the monomer conversion
declines to 74%, and the MW distribution is widened to
1.78. Notably, the polymerization is completely inhibited when
the methoxy group is altered to a dimethylamine group (L5).
This might be due to the fact that the strong coordination of
side arm reduces the halidophilicity of the Fe(III) complex,
thus inhibiting the activation process.

Low Catalyst Loading, Ultrahigh MW, and Excellent
Tolerance toward Polar Group. Using EIPA and L1, similar
polymerization rate and controllability of MW are obtained
when the catalyst dosage decreased from 5000 ppm (Table 1,
run 6) to 50 ppm (Table 2, run 1). Further reducing the
catalyst loading to 5 ppm, a high conversion of 81% is obtained
by doubling the reaction time (19 h) and the polymerization is

Table 1. Polymerization of MMA Regulated by I2
a

run ligand initiator n(I2)/n(EXPA)
conv.b

(%)

Mn,GPC
(Mn,theo)
(kg/mol) D̵

1 L1 EBPA 87 10.3 (8.9) 1.63
2 L1 EBPA 0.125 87 11.4 (9.0) 1.52
3 L1 EBPA 0.375 84 10.0 (8.7) 1.28
4 L1 EBPA 0.625 86 10.7 (8.9) 1.29
5 L1 EBPA 1.000 43 4.5 (4.6) 1.14
6 L1 EIPA 85 11.6 (8.8) 1.27
7 L1 EIPA 0.125 82 12.2 (8.5) 1.22
8 L1 EIPA 0.250 83 11.2 (8.6) 1.25
9 L1 EIPA 0.375 81 12.8 (8.4) 1.25
10 L1 EIPA 0.500 59 7.0 (6.2) 1.14
11 L2 EIPA 71 32.8 (7.4) 1.51
12 L3 EIPA 57 50.2 (6.0) 1.70
13 L4 EIPA 74 25.5 (7.7) 1.78
14 L5 EIPA 0

aConditions: n(MMA):n(Initiator):n(FeBr3):n(Ligand):n(Fe(0)) =
100:1:0.5:0.75:2, THF was used as a solvent (50% Vtotal), 30 °C, and
10 h. bMonomer conversion measured by 1H NMR.

Figure 1. (a) First-order kinetic plot and (b) evolution of Mn and D̵
(Mw/Mn) as a function of conversion for the ATRPs of MMA with
the addition of I2 (runs 3 and 9 in Table 1).
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still well controlled (run 2). Subsequently, we targeted high
degrees of polymerization (DP) of 1000 and 5000 (runs 5−6),
achieving high MWs of 97.7 and 303.8 kg/mol, respectively, as
well as acceptable MW distributions (D̵ = ∼1.5). Notably, our
catalytic system exhibits high robustness over the polar group
in monomers and solvents. The MMA polymerizations
proceed successfully in polar solvents (runs 7 and 10),
including MeOH and DMF achieving high conversions of 82
and 91% in 10 h, respectively, with MWs close to theoretical
values and narrow MW distributions (D̵ = ∼1.3). By contrast,
the control of the polymerization is very poor when employing
EBPA as the initiator with 5 ppm of catalyst (run 3) or using
MeOH as a solvent (run 8). The corresponding polymer-
ization reactions with the addition of I2 (0.375 equiv) were also
conducted. The much more controlled MWs again suggest that
iodine plays a role in regulating polymerization when
employing low catalyst loading (run 4 vs run 3) or using a
polar solvent (run 9 vs run 8).
Besides, functional methacrylate monomers, including poly-

(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA) and methacrylic acid
(MAA), can be polymerized under conditions of homopoly-
merization or copolymerization (runs 11−12). The narrow
MW distributions demonstrate the excellent controllability of
the polymerizations. In addition, this system is suitable for
styrene polymerizations, which are well controlled with narrow
MW distributions and MWs close to theoretical values even at
room temperature (runs 13−14).
Polymerization of Methyl Acrylate. The iron-based

ATRP of acylates has been challenging and less efficient, often
leading to low monomer conversions, low initiation efficiency,
and polymers with high dispersities.29 Acrylate-based secon-
dary radicals are more susceptible to form organometallic
species with the Fe(II) activators than the tertiary
methacrylate-based radicals, resulting in the high degree of
catalytic radical termination or catalytic chain transfer
reactions. Moreover, the lower activity of the dormant acrylate
chain end may also contribute to the lower efficiency of the
iron-based ATRP of acrylates. Based on our strategy, we also
anticipated to conquer this challenge with our catalytic system.

The polymerizations of methyl acrylate (MA) were conducted
at 60 °C in DMF to enhance the activity of dormant acrylate
chain end. In order to suppress the formation of organo-
metallic species and improve the controllability of the
polymerization, a very low amount of catalyst (12.5 ppm)
was employed with the addition of I2 (0.13 equivalent of
EIPA). As shown in Table 2, the homopolymerization of MA
with a DPtarget of 200 (run 15) achieves a MA conversion of
75% in 12 h and a D̵ value of 1.53. Furthermore, the
copolymerizations of MMA and MA with n(MMA)/n(MA) =
5/1 or 1/1 proceed efficiently, with MA conversions of 65−
75% (runs 16−17) and D̵ values of ∼1.5. Research about the
highly efficient iron-based ATRP of MA is under way.

“Livingness” of the Resultant Polymer. We carried out
elemental analysis to determine the iodine content of the
polymer obtained using 500 ppm of FeBr3 catalyst (n0(I)/
n0(Br) = 40/3). The result (Table S5) shows that the polymer
produced at 80% conversion includes 95% of active polymer
possessing iodine chain end (with ±5% experimental error).
Figure S2 shows the 1H NMR spectrum of PMMA (Mn,GPC =
7.3 kg/mol). According to the literature53 as well as 13C and
two-dimensional NMR spectra analysis (Figures S3 and S4),
the main peak and its shoulder peak at 3.57−3.68 ppm are
assigned to the monomer units (methoxycarbonyl a) in the
middle of the chain, while the downfield-shifted peak at 3.73−
3.78 ppm is assigned to the ω-terminal chain end unit
(methoxycarbonyl a’) adjacent to iodine. From the peak area
of a’, Mn,NMR is calculated as 7298 kg/mol, and the fraction of
the halogen chain end (Mn,GPC/Mn,NMR) is 100%.

54

Taking advantage of this high chain end fidelity, we prepared
block copolymers by in situ chain extensions after the nearly
complete monomer conversion of the first block using 50 ppm
of catalyst. With a second aliquot of MMA, the polymerization
produces higher MW polymer (Mn = 13.7 kg/mol), obtaining a
final dispersity of 1.39, with the conversions of 92 and 74%,
respectively, for the first and second block (Figure 2a and
Table S6). The chain of a PMMA macroinitiator is also in situ
extended employing butyl methacrylate (BMA) as the second
monomer, yielding a well-defined poly(MMA-b-BMA) diblock

Table 2. Polymerizations of Various Monomers under Different Conditionsa

run monomer initiator sol. DPtarget FeBr3/M
b(ppm) t (h) conv.c (%) Mn,GPC (Mn,theo) (kg/mol) D̵

1 MMA EIPA THF 100 50 10 84 12.8 (8.7) 1.25
2 MMA EIPA THF 100 5 19 81 11.7 (8.4) 1.22
3 MMA EBPA THF 100 5 19 71 51.4 (8.0) 2.01
4d MMA EBPA THF 100 5 19 79 10.3 (8.2) 1.33
5e MMA EIPA THF 1000 5 24 84 97.7 (84.4) 1.50
6e MMA EIPA THF 5000 5 82 59 303.8 (295.6) 1.53
7 MMA EIPA MeOH 100 5000 10 82 10.4 (8.2) 1.33
8 MMA EBPA MeOH 100 5000 10 99 37.5 (9.9) 2.12
9d MMA EBPA MeOH 100 5000 10 77 15.0 (8.0) 1.64
10 MMA EIPA DMF 100 5000 10 91 12.4 (9.1) 1.35
11f MMA/MAA EIPA THF 100 4444 21 56/52 3.2 (6.4) 1.38
12 PEGMA EIPA THF 25 20000 10 >99 12.0 (12.7) 1.16
13 St EIPA THF 100 5000 48 40 3.1 (4.2) 1.37
14e St EIPA THF 100 125 48 76 9.4 (7.9) 1.21
15g MA EIPA DMF 200 12.5 12 75 53.8 (13.2) 1.53
16g,h MMA/MA EIPA THF 100 25 17 92/75 11.4 (11.5) 1.45
17g,i MMA/MA EIPA THF/DMF 100 25 10 93/65 25.0 (15.2) 1.54

aReaction conditions: n(monomer):n(EIPA):n(Fe(0)) = DPtarget:1:2, n(L1):n(FeBr3) = 1.5:1, 30 °C, and Vsolvent = 50% Vtotal.
bFeBr3 loading

relative to the monomer. cMonomer conversion measured by 1H NMR. dWith the addition of I2 (0.375 equivalent).
e60 °C. fn(MMA):n(MAA) =

89:11. g60 °C. n(EIPA):n(I2) = 1:0.13. hn(MMA):n(MA) = 5:1. in(MMA):n(MA) = 1:1, V(THF)/V(DMF) = 2/1.
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copolymer with a final dispersity of 1.17 (Figure 2b and Table
S7), with the conversions of 96 and 70%, respectively, for the
first and second block.
Plausible Mechanism. We proposed a mechanism for

iron-mediated ATRP using iodinated initiator, which mainly
involves the ATRP activation process by Fe(II) and the I2-
mediated deactivation process (Scheme 1). According to the

redox sequence, I−Fe(III) is unstable as I− reduces Fe(III) to
Fe(II) (eq 2), which helps avoid the accumulation of the
deactivator and maintain sufficient activator concentration.
Meanwhile, the in situ generated I2 acts as an efficient
deactivator to trap the radical species. This strategy could
ensure the highly efficient activation−deactivation process,
thus maintaining constant and low radical concentration.
Therefore, the efficiency, controllability, and robustness of the
iron-catalyzed ATRP are improved using iodinated initiator
instead of commonly used brominated reagent.
SARA ATRP Activation. Without the addition of iron

catalyst [L1/FeBr3/Fe(0)], the polymerizations do not occur
within 10 h, even at 80 °C or with irradiation at 365 nm (runs
1−2, Table 3). These control experiments indicate that the
polymerization requires the iron catalyst [L/FeBr3/Fe(0)] to
occur. Besides, two radical trap experiments were performed,

in which EIPA and TEMPO (4.0 equiv) were stirred in THF
with or without the addition of iron catalyst. The 1H NMR
spectra (Figure S5) show that the signals of EIPA disappear
completely within 3 h in the presence of iron catalyst. New
signals appear and match those of pure EPA-TEMPO (Scheme
S1). In comparison, the signals of the initiator have no change
without the addition of iron catalyst. This result further
demonstrates that iron catalyst is necessary for the efficient
generation of R• from R−I.
The polymerization using the catalytic system of L/FeBr3/

Fe(0) conforms to the definition of supplemental activator and
reducing agent atom-transfer radical polymerization (SARA
ATRP),9 with a zero-valent metal acting as a supplemental
activator to slowly and continuously compensate for the loss of
activating species due to the unavoidable radical termination
reactions. Besides, under similar conditions, without the
addition of Fe(0), the polymerizations do not occur within
10 h using the L1/FeBr3 catalytic system, excluding that
Fe(III) decomposed into Fe(II) and Br• to initiate the
polymerization (run 3). In the absence of FeBr3, the
conversion of MMA is only 3.5% within 10 h, indicating that
single electron transfer makes little contribution to the
activation process (run 4). In order to investigate the influence
of reversible complexation-mediated polymerization on the
polymerization process, only the β-ketamine ligand (L1) was
used as the catalyst and the polymerizations do not occur
within 10 h (run 5). These results further argue that the
polymerizations proceed under SARA ATRP activation and the
active species should be an Fe(II) complex.

Generation of I2 and the Instability of I−Fe(III). Next, we
attempted to detect the generation of I2 using the UV−vis
analysis, which is a widely used method to detect iodine.55,56 In
order to avoid the absorption peak of I2 being masked by the
strong signals of our ligands, the catalyst system was simplified
to FeBr3/Fe(0) or FeBr2. As shown in Figure S6, the signals of
I2 (around 292 and 368 nm) are detected. Furthermore,
TEMPO was added to make the generation of I2 irreversible,
and thus, the signals of I2 could be observed more clearly
(Figure 3a). According to the mechanism shown in Scheme 1,
the reaction of EIPA with FeBr2 (1 equiv) and TEMPO (1.5
equiv) will eventually yield I2, FeBr2, and EPA-TEMPO. After
12 h, three peaks around 234, 292, and 368 nm appear in the
UV−vis spectrum of the reaction mixture (Figure 3c, purple
line), perfectly matching those of the preconceived three
products (I2, FeBr2, and EPA-TEMPO), either an individual
one or their mixture.55,56 Besides, iodine also contributes to a
wide visible light wavelength range extended to about 690 nm.
We employed the same method to track the reaction of FeBr3

Figure 2. GPC traces of (a) in situ chain extension of poly(MMA-b-
MMA) (Table S6) and (b) in situ block copolymerization of
poly(MMA-b-BMA) (Table S7).

Scheme 1. Proposed Mechanism for Iron-Mediated
Controlled Radical Polymerization Using the Iodinated
Initiator

Table 3. Control Experiments to Support the SARA ATRP
Activationa

run catalyst T (°C) conv.b (%)

1 30 or 80 0
2c 30 (irradiation) 0
3d L1/FeBr3 30 0
4e L1/Fe(0) 30 3.5
5f L1 30 0

aConditions: n(MMA):n(EIPA) = 100:1, THF was used as a solvent
(50% Vtotal), and 10 h. bMonomer conversion measured by 1H NMR.
cWith irradiation at 365 nm. dn(MMA):n(FeBr3):n(L1) =
100:0.5:0 .75. en(MMA):n(Fe(0)):n(L1) = 100:2:0.75.
fn(MMA):n(L1) = 100:0.75.
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with Bu4NI (1 equiv). After 10 min of the reaction, the
absorption peak of I2 (around 368 nm and in the wide visible
light wavelength range) could be clearly seen in the UV−vis
spectrum. As reaction time is prolonged (within 2 h), the
absorption intensity of iodine is further enhanced (around 292
and 368 nm), while the absorption intensity of ferric (around
430 nm) is reduced (Figure S7). These results verify the
reliability of our detection method and support the
mechanism.
In addition, by comparing with the spectrum of FeBr3 or the

mixture of FeBr3/EPA-TEMPO, the absorption peaks of FeBr3
(around 270, 358, and 430 nm) are absent in the spectra of

this reaction system (Figure 3d, red line).50 By contrast, the
absorption peaks of FeBr3 appear in the spectrum using EBPA
as the initiator (Figure 3b,d, black line), even without the
addition of TEMPO (Figure S6). These results supported that
Fe(III) is difficult to coexist with I−, as the latter reduces the
former to Fe(II) with the generation of I2. Further verification
of the mechanism was obtained via electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. Various Fe(III) complexes,
FeBrnImR3−m−n, may be detected in the solid state, that is, on
flash-frozen solutions of the polymerization systems. A solution
of FeBr2 with EBPA or EIPA (1 equiv) in THF was prepared
(Figure 4a). The spectrum of the EBPA system (red line)

shown in Figure 4c was recorded at −170 °C, with the signal at
∼1500 G being assigned to Fe(III).10 The spectrum almost
overlaps with that of the FeBr3 solution in THF (Figure S8).
This result is consistent with the normal atom-transfer
mechanism. By contrast, as for the spectrum of the EIPA
system (Figure 4b), the signal around 1500 G is very feeble
(black line), suggesting the instability of I−Fe(III) as I− could
reduce Fe(III) to Fe(II).

I2-Mediated Deactivation. As discussed above, I2 acts as an
efficient deactivator (regulator of radical concentration) in our
polymerization systems, and excessive I2 will hinder the
polymerization (run 5 in Table 1). Besides, different initiators
(EBPA or EIPA) have little effect on the controllability in the
presence of I2. Furthermore, the polymer obtained with 3/1
ratio of n(EIPA)/n(FeBr3) [n(I)0/n(Br)0 = 1/1] was subjected
to elemental analysis (Table S8). In literature,1,56−59 in a mixed
halide initiating system for traditional ATRP, R-X/Mt-Y (X, Y
= Br or Cl), the bulk of the polymer chains is terminated by
chlorine because of the stronger alkyl−chloride bond.
Accordingly, if FeBrnI3−n (with the I− from the initiator
EIPA during the atom-transfer process) acts as a deactivator
(eq 3) via a traditional ATRP process rather than I2 (eq 1) to

Figure 3. Radical trap experiments of (a) EIPA and (b) EBPA tracked
by UV−vis spectra ([initiator] = 1.7 mM). (c) UV−vis absorption
spectra of I2, FeBr2, EPA-TEMPO and their mixture (I2/FeBr2/EPA-
TEMPO), EIPA, and the reaction system of EIPA with FeBr2 and
TEMPO (for 12 h) and (d) UV−vis absorption spectra of the
reaction system of EBPA with FeBr2 and TEMPO (for 12 h); the
reaction system of EIPA with FeBr2 and TEMPO (for 12 h); the
mixture of FeBr3/EPA-TEMPO, as well as pure FeBr3. THF was used
as the solvent.

Figure 4. Schemes and EPR spectra (after 12 h) for the reactions of
the initiator (32.5 mM) with FeBr2 (32.5 mM).
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regulate the polymerization, the polymer obtained with 3/1
ratio of n(EIPA)/n(FeBr3) (n(I)0/n(Br)0 = 1/1) should be
mostly terminated by bromine (path a) because of the stronger
alkyl−bromide bond than alkyl−iodide bond. However, the
result shows that in the polymer, the content of iodine is more
than 2000 times that of bromine, which suggests the I2-
mediated deactivation process. Next, we studied the Br−I
transformation to further confirm the above conclusion, using
R−I (EIPA) with Bu4NBr (n0(I)/n0(Br) = 1/1) as a low mass
system in THF-d8 at room temperature. Figure S9 shows that
EIPA is mostly transformed to EBPA (yield ≈ 80%) with
Bu4NBr. This reaction is reversible and reaches equilibrium in
a short period of time (within 30 min), which confirms that
R−Br is more thermodynamically stable than R−I.
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Minor Contribution of Degenerative Chain Transfer.
Mechanistically, in the polymerization system, degenerative
chain transfer (DT) (activation of Polymer-I by Polymer•)
should also occur as an activation process. Based on
literature,39 the DT constant (Cex = 1.6) for MMA is so
small that the DT mechanism alone cannot achieve
polydispersity index < 1.7 in batch. The D̵ values of the
polymers obtained from our catalytic system are generally
around 1.2, suggesting that the contribution of DT to control
the polymerization should be minor. Besides, under similar
conditions, we conducted the polymerization of MMA using a
pure DT system (iodine-transfer polymerization) at 30 °C,
which did not include the iron catalyst but employed Et3B/O2
as the conventional radical initiator (Scheme S2). A very large
D̵ value (2.9) is observed with this pure DT system, which
clearly indicates that the polydispersity is regulated with only a
small contribution from DT in our polymerization system.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our side-armed β-ketamine/FeBr3/Fe(0) catalytic
system performs excellently in the controlled radical polymer-
ization and realizes several achievements, which are challenge-
able for common iron catalytic system. The key to these
outstanding achievements lies in the regulation effect of in situ
formed I2 toward radical concentration. The mechanism we
proposed is supported by all the experimental results, which
involves the ATRP activation process by Fe(II) and the I2-
mediated deactivation process. This work provides a new
strategy for the design of highly efficient, versatile, green, and
robust catalytic system for well-controlled radical polymer-
izations.
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